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Welcome to the Rising Stars
English catalogue.
We offer a wide range of comprehensive teacher and pupil
resources to support all your English needs.

. Plan and deliver dynamic English teaching that your pupils
will really enjoy

. Assess progress in all areas of the English curriculum
. Support every pupil to fully master the key skills and extend
their learning further
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Where do you need support?
I need resources for…

Key Stage 1

Reception

Key Stage 2

Planning and teaching of the key skills

Comprehension

Cracking Comprehension
A whole-school interactive programme to teach, practise
and assess comprehension reading skills
Pages 4–5
Cracking Comprehension Practise and Assess
Independent online pupil practice of reading
comprehension skills
Pages 6–7

Reading

Reading Planet
A modern reading scheme with banded books and teaching resources
to support all children with learning to read
Pages 8–10

Complete English
curriculum

COMING SOON Rising Stars Teaching Texts
Planning units, teacher materials and pupil resources to teach English
through high-quality whole texts
Pages 11

Vocabulary

NEW Rising Stars Vocabulary
Planning and teaching materials to widen vocabulary in context
Pages 12–13

Spelling

Rising Stars Spelling
A complete whole-school spelling programme
including all planning and resources
Pages 14–15

Writing

Cracking Writing
Model texts, planning and moderation guidance to improve
writing skills
Pages 16–17

CRACKING
COMPREHENSION

CRACKING
COMPREHENSION
PRACTISE AND ASSESS

Vocabulary

CRACKING
COMPREHENSION

Catch-up
Comprehension
Writing and grammar

NEW On Track English Reading Comprehension and
On Track English Writing and Grammar
Targeted teaching resources and training materials to
deliver effective intervention
Pages 18–19

ON TRACK

H
ENGLIS

More able

Reading and writing

English for the More Able
Independent and teacher-led activities to stretch and
challenge more able pupils
Page 23

Assessment
Comprehension
Grammar, punctuation
and spelling

Reading Progress Tests and Grammar, Punctuation and
Spelling Progress Tests (second edition)
Half-termly tests to identify gaps in learning
Pages 28

Revision
Reading
Grammar, punctuation
and spelling

NEW Achieve 100 Reading and Achieve 100 Grammar,
Punctuation and Spelling
SATs revision, Question Workbooks and Practice Papers
for the expected standard and higher score
Pages 30-31
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Comprehension

Crack the secret of
reading comprehension
Year 1–6
Cracking Comprehension offers complete coverage
of the National Curriculum content for reading
comprehension including all the content domains.
This effective range of multi-format resources
supports children in developing the key techniques
they need to successfully answer reading
comprehension questions.

“Cracking Comprehension has had
a massive impact on the teaching
of comprehension... it has resulted
in all children in Year 6 achieving
a minimum of 100 on the
scaled score”
Mrs Hodgson, Blackburn Primary

• Prepare your pupils for the new, more demanding KS1 and KS2
national tests in reading

• Model the techniques needed to tackle comprehension questions
• Practise key skills using age-appropriate texts from well-known
authors such as David Walliams and Roald Dahl

• Assess strengths and weaknesses to inform planning, teaching
and learning

What’s included in Cracking Comprehension?
. Whiteboard Modelling Units on CD-ROM
. Photocopiable Teacher’s Guides
. Photocopiable Assessment Tasks
. Combined Teaching and Assessment Guide (Year 1 only)
. Access to all resources online at MY
MY
MY

MY
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Used
in over
3,000
schools

Download free Cracking
Comprehension samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/cracking

Practise

Use the interactive Whiteboard Modelling Units to
model key comprehension skills with the whole class.

Support children in applying the skills and
techniques they’ve learned using a related
practice activity.
Cracking Comprehension Teacher’s Guide

Comprehension

Model

Year 6 Unit 1 • Fiction

Treasure Island
Robert Louis Stevenson
1 When I had done breakfasting the squire gave me a note addressed to John Silver,
at the sign of the Spy-glass, and told me I should easily find the place by following
the line of the docks and keeping a bright lookout for a little tavern with a large
brass telescope for sign. I set off, overjoyed at this opportunity to see some more
of the ships and seamen, and picked my way among a great crowd of people
and carts and bales, for the dock was now at its busiest, until I found the tavern
in question.
8 It was a bright enough little place of entertainment. The sign was newly painted;
the windows had neat red curtains; the floor was cleanly sanded. There was a street
on each side and an open door on both, which made the large, low room pretty
clear to see in, in spite of clouds of tobacco smoke.
12 The customers were mostly seafaring men, and they talked so loudly that I hung at
the door, almost afraid to enter.
14 As I was waiting, a man came out of a side room, and at a glance I was sure he
must be Long John. His left leg was cut off close by the hip, and under the left
shoulder he carried a crutch, which he managed with wonderful dexterity, hopping
about upon it like a bird. He was very tall and strong, with a face as big as a ham –
plain and pale, but intelligent and smiling. Indeed, he seemed in the most cheerful
spirits, whistling as he moved about among the tables, with a merry word or a slap
on the shoulder for the more favoured of his guests.
21 I plucked up courage at once, crossed the threshold, and walked right up to the
man where he stood, propped on his crutch, talking to a customer.
23 “Mr Silver, sir?” I asked, holding out the note.
24 “Yes, my lad,” said he; “such is my name, to be sure. And who may you be?”
And then as he saw the squire’s letter, he seemed to me to give something almost
like a start.

Model text from Year 6
Whiteboard Modelling
Text

27 “Oh!” said he, quite loud, and offering his hand. “I see. You are our new cabinboy; pleased I am to see you.”

The highlighting tools
allow you to interrogate
the text with your class
by zooming in on clues
and key parts

Also includes
listening
comprehension
questions

Year 6 Unit 1 • Fiction

12

Name:

Cracking Comprehension Teacher’s Guide

© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2016. You may photocopyClass:
this page.

Date:

1. Circle the correct option to complete each of the sentences below.
(a) The narrator was delivering a note that was addressed to:
the squire

the Spy-glass

John Silver
2b

(b) To get there he had to walk through the:
docks

ships

carts

taverns

1 mark
2b

2. How did the narrator know where to find John Silver?

Assess

1 mark

3. Find and copy two words or phrases from the text that show the Spy-glass is a pleasant place.

2a

2 marks

4. (a) What is the narrator’s first impression of Long John Silver? Tick one.

Use the photocopiable tasks to assess
comprehension skills across multiple genres.

cheerful



cruel



surly



aggressive


2d

(b) Find and copy a phrase from the text to support your answer.

2 marks
2g

5. Find and copy two similes used to describe John Silver.

2 marks

6. Do you think the narrator knew he was going to be a cabin boy? Yes



No


2d

Use evidence from the text to support your answer.

Assessment Task 3
Fiction
There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom

2 marks

7. Based on what you already know of the narrator, what does the dialogue at the end of the
extract suggest might happen to the boy next?
2e

Use evidence from the text to support your prediction.

Teacher notes: There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom

1 mark

Curriculum references: Years 5–6
Programme of study:

Reading comprehension

Children should be taught to:
• maintain positive attitudes to reading and
understanding of what they read by:
– continuing to read and discuss an increasingly
wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction
and reference books or textbooks
• understand what they read by:
– checking that the book makes sense to them,
discussing their understanding and exploring the
meaning of words in context

– predicting what might happen from details stated
and implied
– identifying how language, structure and
presentation contribute to meaning
• participate in discussions about books that are read
to them and those they can read for themselves,
building on their own and others’ ideas and
challenging views courteously
• provide reasoned justifications for their views.

Clear assessment
guidance identifies
strengths and
weaknesses by
content domain

8. Using information from the text, tick one box in each row to show whether each statement is
true or false.
True

False

The narrator was looking for a sign with a brass telescope.
There was sawdust on the floor of the tavern.
It was difficult to see in the tavern because it was full of tobacco smoke.
John Silver had only one leg.
9. List two ways in which you would know this text wasn’t set in the 21st century.

2c

1 mark
2f

2 marks

Running the task
• Explain that this extract is from a book called
There’s a Boy in the Girls’ Bathroom by an
American author called Louis Sachar.
• Explain that “closet” is the American word for
cupboard and “recess” means break or playtime.
• Ask the children to read the text independently and
answer questions 1–7. Explain that they should wait
before answering question 8.

• Now ask the children to think about how this
might change their perception of what they
thought Bradley was like. Ask them to now answer
question 8.
• Finish the session with a discussion about the issues
raised in the text.

Sample page from Cracking
Comprehension Year 6 Teacher’s Guide

• When all the class have answered questions 1–7,
read the next line of the text: “Bradley thought for
a moment, then said, ‘Give me a dollar or I’ll spit
on you.’”

Assessment guidance
Use the list below to identify the content domains that the children are working on in this task.
Typically, children working at the expected standard will:
• show an understanding of the meaning of vocabulary in context
• retrieve key details and quotations from fiction and non-fiction to demonstrate understanding of
character, events and information
• provide developed explanations for key information and events and for characters’ actions and
motivations
• make developed predictions that are securely rooted in the text
• identify/explain how the sequence of events in narrative fiction contributes to meaning as a
whole
• identify/explain how the choice of language enhances the meaning of texts.

14
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2a
2b
2b
2e
2f
2g
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Sample pages from Cracking Comprehension
Year 6 Assessment Tasks book

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781471890703

Cracking Comprehension Whole School Pack

£975

9781786002235

Cracking Comprehension Year 1 Pack

£125

9781786002242

Cracking Comprehension Year 2 Pack

£195

9781786002259

Cracking Comprehension Year 3 Pack

£195

9781786002266

Cracking Comprehension Year 4 Pack

£195

9781786002273

Cracking Comprehension Year 5 Pack

£195

9781786002280

Cracking Comprehension Year 6 Pack

£195

The Year 1 Pack contains a combined Teaching and Assessment Guide,
Whiteboard Modelling Units and online access to the additional resources.
Year 2-6 Packs contains the Teacher’s Guide, Assessment Tasks,
Whiteboard Modelling Units and online access to the additional resources
for that year group.
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Comprehension

CRACKING
COMPREHENSION
PRACTISE AND ASSESS

Targeted online
comprehension
practice

Year 1–6

Improve comprehension skills with independent online pupil practice that ensures complete
coverage of the reading content domains

• Practise comprehension skills with activities that use
fiction and non-fiction texts

• Save time with auto-marked reading comprehension
activities

Use as an independent
resource or alongside
Cracking Comprehension

• Quickly target areas of weakness with simple
at-a-glance reporting

• Motivate children with digital rewards and immediate feedback
• It’s easy to allocate activities to children at home creating highly
effective homework.

Sign-up for a free 30-day trial at
www.risingstars-uk.com/cconline

What’s included in Cracking
Comprehension Practise and Assess?
. 30 fun extracts and comprehension quizzes
for each year group

.
.

Reporting dashboard
PDF User Guides for teachers, pupils and
parents

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510400351

Cracking Comprehension Practise
and Assess Whole School

£559+VAT

9781471892561

Cracking Comprehension Practise
and Assess KS1

£249+VAT

9781471892578

Cracking Comprehension Practise
and Assess KS2

£449+VAT

Unlimited access to extracts and questions until August 2020

6 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

Suitable
for all
devices

Comprehension

Ready-made quizzes
help pupils practise for
the National Tests

Text extracts cover
fiction, non-fiction,
poetry and plays

Quizzes are
auto-marked to
save you time

Digital rewards motivate
children and provide
instant feedback

Run reports and track progress – by individual,
group, class or comprehension skill

. Time-saving
. Flexible
. Affordable

Call us on 01235 400 555. We’re here to help! 7

Reading

Reignite reading
in your school

Reception –
Year 6

Reading Planet is a modern reading scheme
that will engage every child and bring reading
up to date in your school.

• Exciting fiction and non-fiction that features
diverse characters, themes and stories

• Helpful parental guidance to support
reading at home

• Embedded support to develop the reading

comprehension skills expected at Key Stage One.

Reading Planet is made up of four fantastic
strands that cover Lilac to White band ensuring
you have complete support across Reception and
Key Stage One. Each strand supports reading
progression to ensure every child meets age-related
expectations.

Visit www.risingstarsreadingplanet.com
to sign up for a free evaluation pack

Wordless books
to start the
reading journey

First-words books
for very early
readers

Fully decodable
phonics books to
develop initial
reading skills

A modern
character series
to
engage all reader
s

What’s included in Reading Planet?

• 360 fiction and non-fiction banded books from Lilac to White
• 18 Teacher’s Guides to accompany each book
• Interactive eBook versions of each book (see page 6)
• Reading Record and Guide to Reading with Your Child for parents
Reading Planet for Key Stage 2 will be available in 2019

8 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

A rich collection of
fiction and
non-fiction to support
the curriculum

Reading

“We have several book band schemes in
school and without question, it is the
Reading Planet books that the children look
out for time and time again.”
Pete Richardson – Deputy Headteacher,
Walton-le-Dale Primary School
Every strand celebrates diversity

Pritesh began playing a drumming app on his tablet

When the dance finished, everyone bowed, and

and Leela led the dancers.

the audience clapped and cheered. Rav grinned as
he looked around at his cousins and friends

“Move your hands like this!” whispered Leela.

Modern characters,
settings and stories
feel relevant for all
young readers

laughing together.

They began moving slowly, but got faster and faster

“Can we have another show tomorrow?” asked

and faster …

Auntie Parveen.

We’ll see what
we can do!

Pages from The Cousins
Purple, Comet Street Kids

22

23

A wide range of
children’s interest and
curriculum topics
are covered

To hunt, fight and catch their prey, most
carnivores have five things in common:

Wow!
1 Eyes in front.

Not all carnivores use teeth
to kill their prey. Some sting
with deadly venom.

2 A strong jaw.

polar bear

3 Long, sharp
teeth.
jellyfish

4 Sharp claws.

Pages from
Hungry Animals
Turquoise, Galaxy

Colourful artwork
and captivating
photography engages
readers of all abilities

5

Soft pads on feet to
creep up on prey.

10

11
Save
20% wh up to
en you
bu
a Read
ing Plan y
et
book p
ack

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510450677

Reading Planet Complete Reception and KS1 Value Pack with a built-in
20% discount

£1,260

9781510450646

Reading Planet Complete Reception Starter Pack with a built-in 10% discount

£540

9781510450653

Reading Planet Complete Year 1 Pack with a built-in 10% discount

£475

9781510450660

Reading Planet Complete Year 2 Pack with a built-in 10% discount

£395

All Packs contain the reading books available for that year group.

Call us on 01235 400 555. We’re here to help! 9

Reading

Reading Planet
Online Library

Reception –
Year 6

A simple, intuitive, and motivating online reading programme
for the classroom and home. Bring reading to life with
easy-to-share eBook versions of every Reading Planet book.
Tools include highlighting
and circling to support
whole-class text analysis

Track progress with easyto-use reporting that can be
split by child, class or quiz

Try Reading Planet Online for free!

Audio recordings are synced to the
text of each book to support you in
engaging readers of all abilities

Register for a 30-day trial at
www.risingstars-uk.com/reading-planet-online
or complete and return the enclosed order form.

Support
for teachers
Try Reading Planet Online for free!
and
parents
Register
for a 30-day trial at
www.risingstars-uk.com/reading-planet-online
Comprehensive
resources to
or complete
return
the enclosed order form.
ensure
children and
develop
reading
fluency alongside effective reading
comprehension skills.

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510414334

Reading Planet Online Library for large schools (150+ pupils)
Unlimited access to all Reading Planet ebooks until 2020

£599 + VAT

9781510414334

Reading Planet Online Library for small schools (less than 150 pupils).
£450+VAT
Unlimited access to all Reading Planet eBooks until 2020

9781471888571

Guide to Reading with your Child (pack of 10)

£5.00

9781471889998

Reading Record (pack of 10)

£10.00

Reading Planet Teacher’s Guides – contact us to discuss what’s avvailable

10 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

£50.00 each

Inspire fluent readers and excellent writers using
the power of real books

Rising Stars Teaching Texts gives everything needed to deliver
effective whole-class English lessons across your school using the best
children’s literature.

Reception –
Year 6

• Cultivate a love of reading by immersing children in a class book
• Feel confident using quality planning which creates the best teaching opportunities

Complete English curriculum

COMING
SOON

Rising Stars Teaching Texts

from well-loved books

• Improve vocabulary, comprehension skills and writing opportunities by teaching
English objectives in context

• Save time creating resources using the front of class PowerPoint, pupil scaffolds and
detailed editable teaching sequences

Trial Rising Stars
Teaching Texts
Teacher feedback is so
important to us so we’re
looking for schools to trial
Rising Stars Teaching Texts.
You’ll try the resources for
free before they are published
and have the opportunity to
share your feedback with us.
Email us at
marketing@risingstars-uk.com

What’s included in Rising Stars
Teaching Texts?
. Overview planning documents
. Lesson plans
. PowerPoint slides
. Pupil resources
All resources will be accessed online

Rising Stars Teaching Texts will be
available to buy in individual units
or as a whole-school programme

Discover more at
www.risingstars-uk.com/TeachingTexts

Call us on 01235 400 555. We’re here to help! 11

Vocabulary

Vocabulary

Build vocabulary NEW
skills and close
Reception –
Year 6
the word gap

Close the word gap early and equip children with the vocabulary they need to be successful
readers and writers. Rising Stars Vocabulary is a pick-up and teach resource that can be used
flexibly to ensure success in the national tests.

• Easily incorporate vocabulary teaching into
your timetable with pick-up and go lesson
starters and activities

• Expand children’s vocabulary with simple

strategies and fun, flexible activities,
including outdoor games and creative tasks

• Develop the skills required for the more

“Every child can be given
the tools to love words and
love reading. Learning about
words is a key step in
developing that love.”
Charlotte Raby – author of
Rising Stars Vocabulary

demanding national tests by exploring
vocabulary in context

• Extend learning at home with resources and
activities to support parents

What’s included in Rising Stars
Vocabulary?
. Teacher’s Guides
. PowerPoints, photocopiable extracts and
word focus cards on MY
. MY
No subscription required – a one-off
purchase with access for all teaching staff.
MY

Download free
Rising Stars Vocabulary samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/Vocabulary

MY

12 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

Active and creative
tasks keep children’s
interest high

In context: The Eagle by Alfred Lord Tennyson

How can vocabulary choices change and enhance meaning?
You will need:
l

l

Activity sheet
5.3 (p88)
Online: Word
Wise Challenge
5.3; The
Eagle display
poem; word
web example
(optional)

In a nutshell
In this unit, you will explore how authors use vocabulary to convey meaning. A starter
challenge looking at different shades of blue is followed by detailed exploration of vocabulary
used in a classic poem. Children will then think about and apply their own vocabulary choices.

Extension activities
support parents in
developing vocabulary

Curriculum focus:
Reading: Comprehension
l check that the text (poem) makes sense to them, discuss their understanding and
exploring the meaning of words in context
l identify how language contributes to meaning
l discuss and evaluate how authors or poets use language, including figurative
language, considering the impact on the reader
Writing: Composition
l draft and write by selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how
such choices can change and enhance meaning

5.3

The only vocabulary
teaching
programme available

Name:

Vocabulary

5.3

Class:

1 Introduce

Word Wise
Challenge
Display the first
slide of Challenge
5.3. Ask the children
to talk to a partner
and describe all of
the colours they
can see. Encourage
them to think of
words from their
reading and go
beyond ‘blue’ or
‘light blue’. (You
will return to these
colours in section 1.)

The Eagle

Before reading:
l
l
l
l

Write the word azure on your whiteboard. Say ‘azure’. Ask the children to say ‘azure’.
Tell the children that word azure describes a bright blue like a cloudless sky.
Ask the children: Have you ever seen anything that was azure? Take feedback.
Read the poem and ask the children to listen for the word in context.

He clasps the crag with crooked hands;

After you have read the poem display it on the whiteboard or give the children a copy to
read (see online at My Rising Stars). Discuss the poem as a class. Ask the children:Which word
would you use to describe the Eagle: powerful or ferocious? What do these words mean? How
are they similar and how are they different?
l

l

l

Close to the sun in lonely lands,
Ring’d with the azure world, he stands.

Check the children understand that this poem is about an eagle, high on a cliff edge
looking down at the sea.
Return to Word Wise Challenge 5.3 and display the second slide. This will give you some
other shades of blue, with examples of what they could be used to describe. Ask the
children to discuss how each of these colours differs and to suggest others.
Ask the children what the sky and sea look like in their minds. Take feedback.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,

2 Define

And like a thunderbolt he falls.

Discuss child-friendly definitions of some of the more unfamiliar words in the poem.
l
l
l
l

clasps: grabs something tightly
crooked: bent or twisted out of shape
wrinkled: covered in lines or folds
crawls: moves slowly – perhaps along the surface.

by Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Discuss these words in the context of the poem. Are they more effective than other words
with similar meanings e.g. ‘holds’ instead of ‘clasps’?

Now add your own words in the spaces.
How do they change the poem?

clasps: this is how the eagle is holding on to the cliff edge, I don’t think he will fall.
crooked: this word describes the eagle’s hands. (Eagles don’t have hands but I think we can
let the poet get away with it!) They are claws and are rough and bent.

2

© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2018

He

the crag with

hands;

Close to the sun in lonely lands,

Sample pages from Rising Stars
Vocabulary Teacher’s Guide

Ring’d with the

world, he stands.
sea beneath him

The

Photocopiable text
extracts and resource
sheets support teaching
activities

;

He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.

4

© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2018

How blue is it?
Which colours can you see in this picture?
How can you distinguish between the different blues?

Sample Rising Stars Vocabulary
PowerPoint slides

Engaging and visual
PowerPoint slides save
planning time

It’s not blue, it’s …. ?
Think about what you could use these colours to
describe.

Colour

Shade

navy

dark blue

azure

a very bright blue

The blue of a cloudless sky or
warm seas.

sky blue

lighter than azure

A clear sky in winter.

Arctic blue

A very pale blue

Looks like ice, which can show
coldness.

Unit 5.3

Example
Often used for formal clothes
and can show that something is
sombre or serious. Unit 5.3

Rising Stars UK Ltd 2018

Rising Stars UK Ltd 2018

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510436947

Rising Stars Vocabulary Complete School Pack

£250

9781510431768

Rising Stars Vocabulary Reception and Key Stage 1

£90

9781510431775

Rising Stars Vocabulary Lower Key Stage 2 Pack

£90

9781510431782

Rising Stars Vocabulary Upper Key Stage 2 Pack

£90

Each Pack contains a Teacher’s Guide and access to the online resources

Call us on 01235 400 555. We’re here to help! 13

Spelling

Teach every spelling
focus with fun activities
for every week
Year 1–6

Rising Stars Spelling provides a lively,
flexible programme for teaching
spelling across your school. Simple
and straightforward to use, the
Rising Stars Spelling Teacher’s
Guides and Online Resource Bank
provide everything you need to teach
impactful spelling lessons.

“Rising Stars Spelling completely
revolutionises predictable old-school
approaches to spelling and does so by
actually lowering workload rather than
raising it for teachers.”
Peter Richardson, Walton Le Dale School

• Teach all the statutory word lists through a range of fun and active spelling lessons with
lively activities for every week

• Build knowledge year on year through a rigorous learning pathway
• Save time with all of the pre-prepared resources you need
to deliver fun, consistent spelling sessions

• Includes extra revision and practice activities in Years 2 and 6 to support SATs preparation

What’s included in Rising Stars Spelling?
. Teacher’s Guides
. Online Resource Bank with photocopiable
resources and PowerPoints. Access via
. NoMY
subscription required – a
MY
one-off purchase with access for all teaching staff.
MY

Download free
Rising Stars Spelling samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/rsspelling

MY

14 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

Spelling

Teacher subject
knowledge summaries

Quick links to the online resources
that you’ll need for each activity

Spelling Fox starter challenges
to motivate the class

Sample pages from Rising Stars Spelling Year 3 unit 1

happily

angrily

easily

fussily

The Online Resource
Bank includes story
texts, word cards
and flashcards to cut
down your workload.

Miss Muffet

funnily

Miss Muffet was _______________ tucking into her curds
and whey when she felt a very odd _______________.
It was as if something _______________ was
_______________ walking across her hand. She looked
down and shrieked _______________.

greedily

‘It’s a spider!’ she yelled _______________.

Sample online resources from Year 2

Her legs felt _______________. Her heart beat
_______________. ‘It’s a _______________ hairy spider!’

merrily

YEAR 4, Autumn term, Unit 1

Miss Muffet ran _______________ across the field, full of
_______________ to leave the spider behind.

crazily

The spider looked at her as she ran and then
_______________ gobbled up
the curds and whey.

You may photocopy this page

© 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd.

YEAR 4, Autumn term, Unit 1

You may photocopy this page

‘Yum!’ he said
_______________.

YEAR 4, Autumn term, Unit 1

You may photocopy this page

© 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd.

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781471892769

Rising Stars Spelling Whole School Pack

£450

9781471879241

Rising Stars Spelling Year 1 Pack

£85

9781471879258

Rising Stars Spelling Year 2 Pack

£85

© 2016 Rising Stars UK Ltd.

9781471879265

Rising Stars Spelling Year 3 Pack

£85

9781471879272

Rising Stars Spelling Year 4 Pack

£85

9781471879289

Rising Stars Spelling Year 5 Pack

£85

9781471879296

Rising Stars Spelling Year 6 Pack

£85

Each Pack contains the Teacher’s Guide and access to the Online
Resource Bank for that year group.
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Writing

CRACKING
Cracking Writing is a step-by-step
resource that improves writing
standards in years 1–6.

Improve writing
standards in your
school without
losing creativity Year 1–6
“It will also make writing easier and more
creative for children and help them become
musicians of the English language.”

Using high-quality models and
creative teaching sessions, Cracking
Writing keeps the creativity in
writing while embedding
reading comprehension, GPS
and developing fantastic pieces
of work.

Teach Primary

Each unit has a set of flexible
activities that can be used on
their own or all together to
introduce or hone specific
writing skills.

• Nurture outstanding writers
•

with high-quality models and
creative teaching sessions
Improve technical skills in
writing with focussed GPS,
vocabulary and proofreading
sessions

• Confidently assess and

moderate writing using
annotated model extracts
and yearly progression grids

Download free Cracking Writing samples
at www.risingstars-uk.com/writing

What’s included in Cracking Writing?
. Teacher’s Guides
. Editable model texts and success criteria on

. MY
No subscription required – a one-off purchase with access for all teaching staff.
MY

MY

16 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

MY

Arthur, High King of Britain

Writing

Cracking Writing Year 5 · Unit 4

Demonstrate ‘what a good one
looks like’ with high-quality
model extracts

Michael Morpurgo
As a child, Arthur was found wandering and near dead from hunger and exhaustion.
He was taken to a Welsh knight’s castle and became squire to his ‘brother’ Sir Kay who
disliked him and bullied him.

Moderation
guidance per
unit and yearly
progression
frameworks
included

It was a time of great trouble in the land as lords and knights battled for power. One
Christmas Day, they were called together for a tournament to decide who would be king.
Arthur and the other squires were kept busy by the knights they served. Just before
his fight, Sir Kay sent Arthur back to his lodgings to collect the sword that Arthur had
forgotten to bring. Arthur set off, but on the way through the Abbey gardens, he saw a
sword sticking out of a stone. He pulled the sword from the stone, planning to put it back
after the fight. Kay fought with the sword, and lost. Arthur explains what happened next.
Father had retrieved the sword and was turning it over in his hands.

consistent with the

consistently to organise
ideas.

within

responses and

reactions.
“There is only one way to settle this, Kay,” said Father. “We will go back to the Abbey
The narrative expresses Paragraphs are
Working
churchyard, replace the sword in the stone and then see if you
out again.
generally used to
the it
viewpoints
and Agreed?”
at can
the draw
organise and present
expected beliefs of the main
on
me, and
Father too kept ideas sequentially.
character.
standard

As we rode back across the bridge I felt Kay’s eyes always
twisting in his saddle to look back at me. Somehow he already knew Kay had been
lying, that it was I who had pulled the sword from the stone. I looked down to avoid the
accusation in his eyes. How could I explain that I had just borrowed it, that I was going to
put it back? He wouldn’t believe me, and neither would anyone else.

Description is achieved
mainly by showing, not
telling.

Commas are used for
clarity.

Legibility, fluency and speed
determine which letters are
left unjoined.

Pronouns and
adverbials are used
appropriately to aid
cohesion between
paragraphs.

More precise
vocabulary is used to
create a character and
setting.

Apostrophes are
consistently used
correctly.

Spelling of all taught words
is largely correct.

Commas are used
after fronted adverbial
clauses.

Many words from the
Year 5/6 list – or words of
equivalent challenge – are
correctly spelled.

Commas are used
within a series of
actions to clarify
meaning.

Handwriting is fluent and
legible. Parallel ascenders
and descenders aid clarity.

Commas are used in
lists.

In handwriting, most letters
are appropriately joined.

Apostrophes are
generally used
accurately.

Taught spelling from the
Year 5/6 word lists – or words
of equivalent challenge – are
correct.

End of sentence
punctuation (.?!) is
generally accurate.

Spaces between letters
and words allow for good
legibility.

Description is often by
Fronted adverbials
showing, not telling.
at the beginning of
paragraphs are used to
indicate change of time
or place.

Verb forms and tenses
Characters are
described through
39 what are consistent and
characters say, do, think they do, say and feel as correct.
well as their looks.
and feel.
The narrative includes

Working
towards
the
expected
standard

Cracking Writing Year 5 · Unit 4

4/5/17 11:01 AM

The narrative is based
on events from the
model text.

Paragraphs are
sometimes used to
organise ideas.

At least three different
conjunctions are used
correctly.

The narrative has a
clear main character.

Planned events are
listed in sequence.

The text is primarily in
the past tense.

Noun phrases are
extended with
adjectives and
prepositional phrases.

Some precise and wellchosen words are used.

correctly spelled.

49
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Unit 4 Retelling events from a different character’s
viewpoint
Unit overview

Spelling and handwriting
Most words from the
Year 5/6 list – or words of
equivalent challenge – are

A wide range of clause
structures is used,
including relative
clauses, sometimes
varying their position
within the sentence.

Cracking Writing Year 5 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017. You may photocopy thisinsights
page. into what the
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Punctuation

Date:

Cracking Writing Year 5 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017. You may photocopy this page.

“And why not?” Kay was offended. “Why should it not be me?
Am I not good enough?” All
the
this time I said nothing. I couldn’t understand what all theexpected
bother was about, nor why it
standard Dialogue is integrated
of
was that Kay was claiming that he had taken the sword from the stone. Why should heDescription
be
to convey character and characters is shown
confessing to such a thing, boasting about it even? Thieving was bad
enough.
But thieving
through dialogue
advance
the action.
and other characters’
from a churchyard! If Kay wanted to brag about it, let him. I’d keep quiet.

Vocabulary and
descriptions

Some parentheses are
Adverbs, prepositional
phrases and expanded marked with commas,
noun phrases add detail brackets or dashes.
and precision.

Unit 4: Moderating writing: Retelling events from a
different character’s viewpoint

at

model text.
greater
Father was looking at him hard. “You took the sword from the
stone?”
depth

Sentence structure
Pronouns, adverbials
and prepositional
phrases are used
appropriately to aid
cohesion between
sentences and
paragraphs.

Name:

402010_Cracking Writing Year 5_U4.indd 49

“This sword, Kay,” he said, “this is the sword from the stone in the Abbey churchyard. I am sure
of it.” There was a sudden hush and people began to gather around. Kay got to his feet. He
glanced at me, a puzzled frown on him, and then his face lit with a sudden smile. “Of course
it is, Father,” he said. “I thought I’d surprise you, that’s all. I couldn’t get a proper
grip on it Text structure and
Contents
earlier. So I went back later on my own, and I tried again. It came out, just like that, with no organisation
Paragraphs are used
Characterisation is
Working
trouble at all.”

In this unit children will:

Sample pages from
Cracking Writing Year 5 unit 4

• read part of the story of King Arthur as retold by Micheal Morporgo
• differentiate key plot points from those which just add additional detail
• consider the impact of First person narrative
• identify how dialogue is used to progress the story
• identify cohesive devices

Encourage
discussion with
stimulating talking
points, before
moving on to
creative teaching
sessions

• plan and write a different version of the story from the perspective of a different first person narrator.

Stage 1: Responding to the text

Resources needed:

Activities:

Shared copy of the text (PDF/IWB/
visualiser)

• Establish prior knowledge. Think, pair, share: Ask what
children already know about the characters and events in
the story of King Arthur, or the Sword in the Stone.

Each child needs:
• a copy of the text

• a copy of the comprehension questions.
Clarify that:
 the story is part of English and Welsh culture and was first told in the Middle Ages
 there have been many different versions and retellings, including a Disney film
 this version is written by Michael Morpurgo – do children know other stories by him? (E.g. War Horse;
The Butterﬂy Lion)
 as a boy, Arthur pulled the sword from the stone and that made him king
 Arthur is famous for having a round table so that when his knights sat around it with him, no one was more
important than anyone else.
Write the words that were engraved on the stone: Whoever pulls this sword from the stone is the rightful High
King of Britain.
 Explain that in the Middle Ages, there was a clear hierarchy throughout society with the king as ruler and the
knights as the next most important people. When a king died, if he didn’t have a son, the knights battled to
decide who would be next king.
 Each knight had a squire who was like his personal servant and helped him to get ready for his battles. Squires
were in training to be knights themselves.
Introduce the text as an extract from towards the beginning of a story called Arthur, High King of Britain.
 Ensure the children understand some of the contextual vocabulary such as “tournament”, “Abbey” and (sword) “hilt”.
 Before reading the story ensure the children understand the meaning of the more unusual words and phrases
such as: “confessing” and “accusation”. Help the children remember the meanings of these words by putting
them in contextualising sentences, e.g. The thief confessed to the police: he had committed the crime.
Ask the children to read and talk about the text.
 Read the introduction which summarises aspects of the story so far.
 Is this version similar to others the children have read, heard or seen?
Ask the children to answer the reading comprehension questions to ensure close reading of the text and good
understanding.
Together, share answers to the questions and discuss the strategies children used to answer them.


•

•

•

•
•
42
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ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510414945

Cracking Writing Whole School Pack

£450

9781510401976

Cracking Writing Year 1 Pack

£85

9781510401983

Cracking Writing Year 2 Pack

£85

9781510401990

Cracking Writing Year 3 Pack

£85

9781510402003

Cracking Writing Year 4 Pack

£85

9781510402010

Cracking Writing Year 5 Pack

£85

9781510402027

Cracking Writing Year 6 Pack

£85

Each Pack contains the Teacher’s Guide and online access to the
additional resources for that year group.

Cracking Writing Year 5 © Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017.
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Comprehension

ON TRACK

H
S
I
L
G
N
E

Targeted intervention and
training materials to raise
attainment in English

Help all children meet end-of-key-stage expectations in English with this
new easy-to-use resource for teaching and support staff. On Track English
Reading Comprehension and On Track English Writing and Grammar provide
effective interventions that will target weaknesses to produce quick and
successful results.

KS1–KS2

NEW

The
pick-up and
go resources
are ideal for
support staff

• High-quality, engaging texts and detailed activities cover all content domains in
the KS2 national tests

• Short, sharp intervention sessions boost attainment quickly
• Source texts have accompanying audio to remove barriers for engagement and
understanding

• Progress is monitored and areas for continued development are identified
• CPD training videos support all staff in preparing for intervention sessions
Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/ontrackenglish

What’s included in On Track English Reading Comprehension
and On Track English Writing and Grammar?
. Ring binder with printable teacher’s notes and photocopiable pupil resources
. Source texts with accompanying audio recordings
. CPD videos

18 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

2

Select children who require
intervention

Plan intervention
Select the appropriate On Track English
unit. Each unit last a week and covers
English curriculum objectives and
assessment content domains.

Use children’s work and classroom
observation to make your judgement.

Writing and grammar

1

3
Deliver intervention
Deliver a lesson daily using the detailed teaching notes, visual pupil resources and
accompanying audio.
On the Way Home by Jill Murphy

UNIT A1

Resources

1. Tuning In

On the Way Home

Text, picture prompts, vocabulary cards
(available via My Rising Stars)

by Jill Murphy
MAKING LINKS

PART 1

Claire had a bad knee, so she set off home to tell her mum all about it.
Then Claire met her friend Paul.
“Look at my bad knee,” said Claire.
“How did you do it?” asked Paul.
“Well,” said Claire, “there was a vast flying saucer, and it came
zooming out of the sky and tried to carry me off to a distant planet!
But I struggled free just in time and fell crashing to the earth far
below, and that’s how I got my bad knee.”

VOCABULARY
EXPLORER

“Good gracious me!” gasped Paul.

Have you ever had an accident and hurt
yourself?
• Where did it happen?
• How did it happen?
• How were you hurt?
• What did you do then?

Clarify meaning of accident – something bad
that you didn’t plan for and you didn’t mean
to do.

When do you think you might need each
of these?
Show images of running tap, sticking plaster,
bandage, plaster cast, crutches, wheelchair

Name each of the first aid/ emergency items.

Do you know what these words mean?
• bad knee = hurt / injured knee
• vast = huge
• distant = a long way away

Show the words on Vocabulary cards.

Show images of cup and saucer, flying saucer.
Why do you think this might be called a
flying saucer?

Make links with the flying saucer to the
saucer. What’s similar?

Who might be inside the flying saucer?

V

TEXT DETECTIVE

QUICK QUIZ

PART 2

Then, Claire met her friend Amarjit.
“Look at my bad knee,” said Claire.
VOCABULARY
EXPLORER

“How did you do it?” asked Amarjit.

V
2

© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017

You may photocopy this page.

4

What do these words mean to you?
• struggled = wriggled, tried hard, found it
difficult
• crashing = banging and thumping,
smashing
• gasped = said in surprise

Discuss personal experiences

Discuss how and why they might be used.
Rank them in terms of the seriousness of
the injury.

Ask for as many synonyms or different ways
of saying the same thing as possible. (2a)

Discuss the idea of flying saucers as
spaceships and link to aliens on other planets.
(2a / 2d)
Show the words on vocabulary cards.
Ask for as many synonyms as possible. (2a)

Listen and try to answer this question
• How did Claire say she hurt her knee?
Listen to the story as far as ‘“Good gracious
me!” gasped Paul.’

Ask the children to listen to the audio version
of the first part, or read it aloud yourself.

Who can answer these questions?
• Where was Mum when Claire hurt her
knee? (at home)
• Where was Claire going? (home)
• Who did she meet? (Paul)
• Where did the flying saucer want to take
Claire?
• How did she get away?

Talk about questions one question at a time.

Do you remember what these words
meant?

Revisit all of the words. Refine meaning in
the context of this text (e.g. struggling =
trying to escape)

Can we add new information about what
the words meant in this story?

© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017

Discuss the answer to the question. (2b)

If possible, ask for the evidence from the text
that gives the information. (2b / 2d)

You may photocopy this page.

Sample pages from On Track English Reading Comprehension

4
Assess
On the final day of intervention, use
the assessment tasks and guidance
to assess each child and identify their
next steps.

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510434745/
9781510434752

On Track English: Reading
Comprehension and
On Track English: Writing and
Grammar

£600

9781510434745

On Track English: Reading
Comprehension

£350

9781510434752

On Track English: Writing and
Grammar

£350

Call us on 01235 400 555. We’re here to help! 19

Grammar & Punctuation

Teach grammar,
punctuation, spelling and
vocabulary with ease
The Skills Builders range of Teacher’s Guides, Pupil Books and online interactive
activities offers a fun and active way of teaching, learning, practising and
revising all of the technical English requirements in the new curriculum.

Year 1–6

• Prepare pupils for the new, more challenging national tests
• Cover all of the technical English content needed with confidence
• Teach concepts in an active, memorable and age-appropriate way
• Skills Builders is ideal for revising and applying new knowledge

Skills Builders is
ideal for revising
and applying
new knowledge

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/skills-builders

What’s included in Skills Builders?
. Teacher’s Guides
. English Pupil Books (Year 1-2)
. Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Books (Year 3–6)
. Spelling and Vocabulary Pupil Books (Year 3–6)
. Online interactive activities on MY
. MY
No subscription required – a one-off purchase with
access for all teaching staff.
MY

MY

20 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

Supportive Teacher’s
Guide provides subject
knowledge, teaching steps
and helpful guidance on
using the pupil books with
your class

Grammar & Punctuation

Teach even
the trickiest
areas with
confidence

Sample pages from the
Skills Builders Year 6
Teacher’s Guide

The colourful pupil
books are filled with
practice questions
that increase in
challenge, and
active, open-ended
investigation tasks

Children complete the
activities on the whiteboard or
individually on PCs or tablets

Sample pages from the Skills Builders Year 6
Grammar and Punctuation Pupil Book
ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781786002051

Skills Builders Key Stage 1 Complete Pack

£250

9781786002082

Skills Builders Year 1 Pack

£130

9781786002099

Skills Builders Year 2 Pack

£130

9781783397365

Skills Builders Key Stage 2 Complete Pack

£750

9781783397112

Skills Builders Year 3 Pack

£190

9781783397235

Skills Builders Year 4 Pack

£190

9781783397297

Skills Builders Year 5 Pack

£190

9781510422254

Skills Builders Year 6 Pack

£190

Each year group pack includes 15 copies of the relevant pupil books, one copy of the Teacher’s Guide
and permanent access to the Online Interactive Activities

Call us on 01235 400 555. We’re here to help! 21

Intervention & More Able

Multisensory
intervention to
bridge the gap from
phonics to fluency

“Having WordBlaze has been
transformational for our teaching assistant
supporting our Pupil Premium pupils.”
Michael Tidd, Deputy Headteacher,
Edgewood Primary School

Year 3–6
WordBlaze is a powerful intervention resource that will improve reading fluency,
widen vocabulary and embed letter patterns. Pupils will feel motivated as they
complete exciting global challenges to enable them to meet the Key Stage 2 National
Curriculum expectations.
fluency through motivating repeated-reading
• Build

games

• Enrich vocabulary and improve spelling using
phonic-structured Wordbanks

time planning lessons and support TAs to
• Save

deliver sessions with ease

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/wordblaze

progress in spelling and punctuation with
• Assess


weekly dictation tests and record-keeping sheets
Reading and spelling skills are
improved through fun global
themed challenges

6440 KM – 7 MONTHS

© iStock.com/luoman

Snail Train

Read the limerick then draw the picture.

Guyana

Venezuela

SOUTH AMERICA

ai

© iStock.com/EOPITZ

© iStock.com/scanrail

French Guiana

Suriname
ATLANTIC OCEAN

Columbia
a

a–e

ai

Mouth of the
River Amazon

Read the Stayed
words.with very

friendly river people

Manaus

Set 1 (9 words)

Where the
river is brown
and black

Ecuador
5 igh

3 ee

Survived the most
dangerous rapids
in the world

7 oa

6 -y

2 ay

maize

waiting

jailed

brainy

paint

1 ai

maintain

complaint

raising

© iStock.com/RicAguiar

trail

sustain

monorail

9 oo

claim

again

Amazongain
River Basin
9 words so far Largestfaith
river basin
and fail
greatest
rainforest on Earth
against

Lake Titicaca
Andes Mountains

One M
i

Sample pages from Paddle the Amazon booklet

rs
de

te
nu

remaining
container

© iStock.com/FredFroese

retraining

aimless

aimlessly
maintenance

captain

faint
detained
Brazilian
Highlandsrefrain
stain
chain

waitress

oo

disdainfully
obtainable

nail

Spain

What’s included in WordBlaze?
. Teacher’s Handboooks
. Pupil Challenge Booklets
. Supporting resources on

oa

© iStock.com/Brasil2

saintly
trainers

Engaging
visual
claiming
unobtainable
and auditory
memory hooks
make phonics
stick
69 words so far

50–59
Burning

ow

sustainable

strain

49 words so far

ue
ew

slain

40–49
Glowing

Well
done!

praiseworthy

mountain

29 words so far

Build your word power.

uncomplaining

bargain

4

MY

curtain
raisin
restrain
fountain

Score/Date

MY

bail
saint
brain
waist

Score/Date

MY

faithfully
daintily
remainder

drain

up to 39
Sparkling

CD-ROM and MY

traitor
dainty

Brazil
waiter

contain

afraid

Wo
n

aid
frail
praise

Practise writing.

drainage

remain
detail

Source of the
River Amazon

prepaid

jail
bait

Bolivia
Set off on your
great challenge

failure

wait

raise

Peru

PACIFIC
OCEAN

paid

11 ue

exclaimed
pain

10 ew

Poor Snail Train was stuck in the rain
And exclaimed to himself, “What a pain!
I will need to explain
Before people complain
About waiting around once again!”

Set 5 (20 words)

tail
rail

waiting

Avoided caimans,
anacondas and jaguars

it!Set 4 (20 words)

certain
straight

explain
main
Saw beautiful parrots
complain
sail
and pink dolphins

8 ow

You've
made
Set
3 (20 words)

snail
train
rain

4 ea

Set 2 (20 words)

By Sara
© iStock.com/1001nights

60–69
Sizzling

89 words so far

70+
Red hot!

Brilliant! You are off!

1

-y
igh

You have pulled your fast water kayaks high up into the
Andes Mountains of Peru, arriving at the source of the
Apurimac River, the longest tributary of the River Amazon.
It is just a puddle of water! You paddle the first section of
740 km, beginning with tiny ankle-deep creeks that turn into
canyons 3 km deep and only 90 m wide! When there are
very dangerous rapids, you need to carry your kayaks around
them. The terrifying Acobamba Abyss is one of the most
dangerous whitewater stretches in the world.

ea
ee
ay
ai

5

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781783397624

Wordblaze Group Pack (contains 1 Teacher’s
Handbook, CD-ROM with all support materials and 10
copies of each of the 6 Pupil Workbooks)

£320

9781783397631

WordBlaze Pupil Workbooks Group Top-Up Pack
(includes 10 copies of each of the 6 Pupil Workbooks)

£250

22 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

English for the More Able is packed with creative
activities and lively group challenges that will ensure
outstanding English provision for more able pupils in
years 2–6.
Supplied in five year-group packs, the series includes
a range of independent and teacher-led activities,
each based on text extracts that have been
specifically selected for the more able.

Frameworks
for Teaching the
More Able

• Enriches and deepens understanding across all
new English curriculum objectives

•

Intervention & More Able

Challenging English
activities to extend
higher attainers Year 2–6

FREE frameworks to help
schools support the progression
of more able children within the
national curriculum are available.

www.risingstars-uk.com/moreableframework.

Includes challenging comprehension
questions as well as
reading activities
and writing tasks to
encourage analytical
thinking

Year 3

Unit 1

Fantastic Beasts and Where to Find Them

its large yellow eyes. Anyone looking
directly into these will suffer instant
death.

Comprehension questions

If the food source is sufficient (the Basilisk
will eat all mammals and birds and most
reptiles), the serpent may attain a very
great age. Herpo the Foul’s Basilisk is
believed to have lived for close on
nine hundred years.

• Allows teachers

1. Find three ways in which the Ashwinder is different to the Mackled Malaclaw.
2. Find two ways in which the Basilisk and the Ashwinder are similar.
3. Which two of these words would you use to describe the Basilisk, and why?

The creation of Basilisks has been
illegal since medieval times,
although the practice is easily
concealed by simply removing
the chicken egg from
beneath the toad when the
Department for the Regulation
and Control of Magical Creatures comes to call. However, since Basilisks
are uncontrollable except by Parselmouths, they are as dangerous to
most Dark wizards as to anybody else, and there have been no recorded
sightings of Basilisks in Britain for at least four hundred years.

to record and
demonstrate
progress for
parents and Ofsted

intelligent

edible

deadly

carnivorous

Reading activities
1

9

10

Draw and label the
beasts based on the
descriptions in the
passage.

2

Create top trump cards for
the beasts.

© 2015 Rising Stars UK Ltd. You may photocopy this page.

RS36312 book.indd 10
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Sample pages from
Year 3, Unit 1: Fantastic Beasts
and Where to Find Them
by J.K. Rowling

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/english-more-able

activities and text extracts

aquatic

8. Which beast is the most useful to wizards? Give two reasons to support
your answer.

18/05/2015 14:10

What’s included in English
for the More Able?
. Teacher’s Guides
. Photocopiable pupil

small

7. Do you think the Ashwinder is dangerous? Give two reasons to support
your answer.

The Malaclaw can reach a length of twelve inches and is light grey with
deep-green spots. It eats small crustaceans and will attempt to tackle
larger prey. The Malaclaw’s bite has the unusual side effect of making the
victim highly unlucky for a period of up to a week after the injury. If you
are bitten by a Malaclaw, all bets, wagers and speculative ventures should
be cancelled, as they are sure to go against the victim.
© 2015 Rising Stars UK Ltd. You may photocopy this page.

extinct

6. Choose two of the following adjectives to describe the Mackled Malaclaw.

M.O.M. Classification: XXX
The Malaclaw is a land-dwelling creature found mostly on rocky coastlines
around Europe. Despite its passing resemblance to the lobster, it should
on no account be eaten, as its flesh is unfit for human consumption and
will result in a high fever and an unsightly greenish rash.

RS36312 book.indd 9

prohibited

5. What do you think the ‘X’s in the M.O.M. Classification stand for?

Mackled Malaclaw

Each teaching
unit includes
photocopiable
text extracts and
pupil activities

poisonous

4. Which beast do you think is the most frightening, and why?

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781783395675

English for the More Able Complete Pack (Year 2–6)

£335

9781783395682

English for the More Able Year 2

£80

9781783395699

English for the More Able Year 3

£80

9781783395705

English for the More Able Year 4

£80

9781783395712

English for the More Able Year 5

£80

9781783395729

English for the More Able Year 6

£80

Each pack includes the Teacher’s Guide for that year group and access to the
resource on

MY

MY

MY

MY
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Poetry

TRY
PO EHeart

Bring poetry alive in
your classroom

by

Foundation
– KS2

Poetry by Heart will transform poetry sessions, build teacher
confidence and pupil engagement and ignite a love of poetry in
your school.
Pupils will learn creatively with a choice of engaging and
exciting poems for every year group. Authors include Spike
Milligan, John Agard and William Shakespeare.

• Includes ‘read-aloud’ recordings of over
50 poems for use in class

• Explores a range of wonderful poems in
detailed, step-by-step teaching notes

• Encourages children to interpret the

poems via warm-up activities, discussion
and modelling

“Our pupils were
actively engaged in
their learning and all
made good progress
whilst using Poetry
By Heart (as well as
having lots of fun!)”
Maddy Barnes, Assistant
Head Teacher and English
Consultant, Salford

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/poetry

What’s included in Poetry by Heart?
. Teacher’s Guides
. CD-ROM with audio files of each poem
being read aloud, PDF’s of the poems and
a bank of games

Sample pages from Poetry by Heart Upper Key Stage 2

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9780857699664

Poetry by Heart Whole School Pack

£320

9780857699626

Poetry by Heart Foundation

£85

9780857699633

Poetry by Heart Key Stage 1

£85

9780857699640

Poetry by Heart Lower Key Stage 2

£85

9780857699657

Poetry by Heart Upper Key Stage 2

£85

Each pack contains the Teacher’s Book for that Key Stage plus the
CD-ROM with whole-school licence
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New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests have
been specifically designed to help children practise
and prepare for the more demanding national tests in
reading comprehension.

Comprehension

Practise and assess
reading comprehension
skills across your school
Year 1–6

• Teach and practise specific comprehension skills to
identify gaps and inform future planning

• Use extracts and question types that match the new
national tests

• Engage children with a wide range of stimulating
comprehension tasks across all genres

Each unit
comes with
marking guidance
and suggested
next steps

Sample pages from New
Curriculum Reading
Comprehension Tests Year 5

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/ncreadingtests

What’s included in New
Curriculum Reading
Comprehension Tests?
. Photocopiable Teacher’s

ISBN

Guides with 6 tests per term
for each year group

.

Downloadable versions of
each test on MY

MY

MY

MY

TITLE

PRICE

9781471893155

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Whole School

£450

9781471886850

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 1 Pack

£85

9781471886867

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 2 Pack

£85

9781471886874

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 3 Pack

£85

9781471886881

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 4 Pack

£85

9781471886898

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 5 Pack

£85

9781471886904

New Curriculum Reading Comprehension Tests Year 6 Pack

£85

Each Pack contains a Teacher’s Book and whole school access to content online
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Spelling

Practise and prepare
for the new English
Year 1–6
spelling tests
New Curriculum Spelling Tests have been specifically designed to match
the format of the new national spelling tests, ensuring pupils are familiar
with, and confident, when taking the test. The tests include all statutory
word list words, plus many more, so you can be confident that children are
practising everything required by the new National Curriculum.

• Save time with 30 ready-made tests per year group
• Ensure weekly progression and coverage of the new National
Curriculum word lists plus many more

• Consolidate classroom teaching with tests based

Includes
audio
versions of
all tests

around spelling rules

Sample pages from New
Curriculum Spelling Tests
Year 1 Autumn Test 9

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/spelling-tests

What’s included in New Curriculum
Spelling Tests?
. Teacher’s Guides with photocopiable tests
. CD-ROM with editable and audio versions of
the tests

.

Access to all content online at MY

MY

MY

MY

ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781783395972

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Whole
School Pack

£450

9781783395989

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 1

£85

9781783395996

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 2

£85

9781783396009

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 3

£85

9781783396016

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 4

£85

9781783396023

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 5

£85

9781783396030

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 6

£85

Each Pack includes a Teacher’s Book, CD-ROM and access to
resources online.
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Spelling

Simple tests
to practise
dictation skills

Year 1–6

New Curriculum Dictation Tests have been developed to
ensure all children are able to write from memory simple
sentences dictated by the teacher, as required by the new
English programme of study.

• Save time with ready-made simple sentence dictation tests
• Ensure regular practice and application of GPS skills
• Collect evidence for writing moderation
Y3 NEW CURRICULUM DICtatIoN tEStS

Year 3 Test 5
Includes
all common
exception
words

Spelling focus: the ‘ai’ sound, spelt ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ and ‘ey’
Punctuation focus: revision of Year 2
Grammar focus: progressive form of verbs (revision of Year 2)

Teaching points
• Pupils should know that ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ and ‘ey’ are less common spellings of the ‘ai’ sound. The word height is an exception to
the rule.
• In this test, pupils must be able to use capital letters, full stops, exclamation marks and apostrophes for possession.
• Pupils should be able to use the progressive form of a verb, which generally describes actions in progress (She is running/
She was running).

How to assess
• All words in this test from Year 2 should be spelt correctly, e.g. falling, wearing, stop, moving and water. Any new words
should be phonetically plausible, e.g. firework, octopus and cinema. The focus spellings should be spelt correctly.
• Pupils’ punctuation needs to be accurate, with correctly placed and orientated apostrophes. All sentences should make
sense.

Join the 6,000
UK schools who
use our Practice
Tests range

• Pupils need to be able to use the progressive form of verbs.
• Pupils are secure if they can write using diagonal and horizontal strokes that join letters and understand which letters,
when adjacent to one another, are best not joined.
• As a whole class, do a sorting activity, where the ‘ai’ sounds of different words are categorised depending on how they are
spelt. Put all the words that have the ‘ey’ spelling (e.g. grey and they) together, then all the ‘ai’ spellings (e.g. rain and train)
together and so on. Look carefully at any exceptions that don’t follow the rules, e.g. height.

Instructions
Remind pupils to:
• check the apostrophe is in the correct place in sentence 4
• check the sentences sound correct and that they have used the progressive form of the verb.

The test
 Listen carefully and write the sentences.
1) Stop the sleigh, we are falling off.
2) Susie is wearing her beige shoes to the cinema.
3) They were watching the stunning firework display.
4) The octopus’s eight arms are moving through the water.
41
27344 Dictation Book v13.indd 41

Sample page from New Curriculum
Dictation Tests Year 3 Test 5

06/04/2016 12:39

What’s included in New Curriculum
Dictation Tests?
. Teacher’s Guides with 15 dictation tasks per year
. Audio versions of the tests and Teacher’s Guide
PDF on MY

MY

Download free samples online at
www.risingstars-uk.com/dictation-tests
ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781471878688

New Curriculum Dictation Tests
Years 1–6

£100

Contains Teacher’s Guide for year 1–6, audio versions of the
tests and Teacher’s Guide PDF access online.

MY

MY
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Assessment

Half-termly Progress Tests
to identify gaps in learning
Year 1–6
Brand new Reading and Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress
Tests (Second Editions) have been fully updated in line with the SATs
and include 100% new questions and extracts. These light-touch, photocopiable
tests are designed to help teachers to check children’s learning against age-related
expectations throughout Key Stages 1 and 2.

• Simple to use with full administration and marking guidance
• Written by experts with experience writing for the SATs
• Time-saving FREE reports to quickly analyse gaps in learning
What’s new?

Year 2 Summer test 2

7

Reading

Sentence
The dog is barking.

• Accessible and engaging extracts,

Jakob was painting.

4G
1 mark

8

Tick two words that can use the prefix un-.
Tick two.
play
well

Year 6 Autumn test 2: Part A (fiction)

able

Year 6 Autumn test 2: Part A (fiction)

build

This text is from Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.
This text is from Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.

focus on
comprehension,
literal and
inferred
understanding,
and vocabulary

6G
1 mark

Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

9

Eliza wants to take Zack’s dog for a walk.
Write a question that Eliza should ask Zack.

Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank, and of having
Alice
was to
beginning
veryshe
tired
sitting into
by her
the
bank,
and
of having
nothing
do. Oncetoorget
twice
hadofpeeped
thesister
bookon
her
sister
was
reading,
but
nothing
topictures
do. Once
twice she had
book
her
wasthought
reading,Alice,
but
it had no
oror
conversations
inpeeped
it, ‘andinto
whatthe
is the
use
ofsister
a book,’

Remember to use the correct punctuation.

it‘without
had no pictures or conversations
conversations?’in it, ‘and what is the use of a book,’ thought Alice,
‘without
pictures
or conversations?’
So she
was considering
in her own mind (as well as she could, for the day made
was
considering
in herwhether
own mind
well asofshe
could,a for
the day made
her So
feelshe
very
sleepy
and stupid),
the (as
pleasure
making
daisy-chain
would be
her
feelthe
very
sleepyof
and
stupid),
the the
pleasure
of making
a daisy-chain
would
be
worth
trouble
getting
up whether
and picking
daisies,
when suddenly
a White
Rabbit
worth
the trouble
getting
up and picking the daisies, when suddenly a White Rabbit
with pink
eyes ranofclose
by her.
with There
pink eyes
close so
byvery
her. remarkable in that, nor did Alice think it so very much
was ran
nothing
so very
remarkable
in that,
it so
muchBut
out There
of thewas
waynothing
to hear the
Rabbit
say to itself,
‘Oh nor
dear!did
OhAlice
dear!think
I shall
be very
too late!’
out
of the
to hear
the took
Rabbit
say to out
itself,
dear! Oh dear! I and
shalllooked
be too at
late!’
But
when
the way
Rabbit
actually
a watch
of ‘Oh
its waistcoat-pocket
it and
when
the Rabbit
took atowatch
outfor
of its
at ithad
and
then hurried
on,actually
Alice started
her feet,
it ﬂwaistcoat-pocket
ashed across her and
mindlooked
that she
then
started
toeither
her feet,
for it ﬂashed across
mind
neverhurried
before on,
seenAlice
a rabbit
with
a waistcoat-pocket,
or aher
watch
tothat
takeshe
outhad
of it,
never
before seen
rabbit with
either
a waistcoat-pocket,
a watch
to take
out of
and, burning
witha curiosity,
she
ran across
the ﬁeld after or
it and
was just
in time
toit,
see

2G
2 marks

and,
burning
curiosity,
she ran
across
ﬁeldInafter
it and
was just down
in time
to see
it pop
down awith
large
rabbit-hole,
under
the the
hedge.
another
moment,
went
Alice
itafter
popit!
down a large rabbit-hole, under the hedge. In another moment, down went Alice

/ 10

after The
it! rabbit-hole went straight on like a tunnel for some way and then dipped

42

The rabbit-hole
went straight
likehad
a tunnel
for some to
way
andabout
then dipped
suddenly
down, so suddenly
that on
Alice
not a moment
think
stopping
suddenly
down,
sofound
suddenly
thatfalling
Alice had
not
a moment
about
stopping
herself before
she
herself
down
what
seemedto
tothink
be a very
deep
well.
herself
before
found
herself
falling
down
seemedfor
to be
veryplenty
deep well.
Either
theshe
well
was very
deep,
or she
fell what
very slowly,
sheahad
of time, as

pictures
hung‘ORANGE
upon pegs.
She took down
a jar
one of
the shelves as she
passed.
It
was labelled
MARMALADE’,
but,
to from
her great
disappointment,
it was
empty;
was
‘ORANGE
MARMALADE’,
but, totoher
disappointment,
it was empty;
she labelled
did not like
to drop
the jar, so managed
putgreat
it into
one of the cupboards
as she fell

down!talking
Would to
theherself.
fall never
come miss
to anme
end?
There
was
to
do, Down,
so Alicedown,
soon began
‘Dinah’ll
very
much
tonothing
night, I else
should
do,
so Alice
soon
began
talking
to herself.
miss
very of
much
I should
think!’
(Dinah
was
the cat.)
‘I hope
they’ll‘Dinah’ll
remember
herme
saucer
milkto
atnight,
tea-time.
think!’
was
the cat.)
hope
they’ll
remember
her
saucer
milk
tea-time.
Dinah,(Dinah
my dear,
I wish
you ‘Iwere
down
here
with me!’
Alice
felt of
that
sheatwas
dozing off,

questions

Dinah,
my dear, Ithump!
wish you
were down
with upon
me!’ Alice
feltofthat
sheand
wasdry
dozing
off,
when suddenly,
thump!
down here
she came
a heap
sticks
leaves,
when
suddenly,
and the
fall wasthump!
over. thump! down she came upon a heap of sticks and dry leaves,

• Greater emphasis on

and the
fallwas
wasnot
over.
Alice
a bit hurt, and she jumped up in a moment. She looked up, but it was
Aliceoverhead;
was not abefore
bit hurt,
jumped
uppassage
in a moment.
looked
up, was
but it
was
all dark
herand
wasshe
another
long
and theShe
White
Rabbit
still
all dark overhead; before her was another long passage and the White Rabbit was still

16
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28819 RS Reading progress tests sample V4.indd 6

What’s included in Progress Tests?
. Photocopiable tests
. Online access to printable tests for every
teacher
Full administration and marking guidance
Access to online analysis and reports on

Pre-order
for
September

3/23/18 8:20 PM

• More complex multiple choice

she
pastdid
it. not like to drop the jar, so managed to put it into one of the cupboards as she fell
past it.
Down, down, down! Would the fall never come to an end? There was nothing else to

5

Total for
this test

GPS

but
was too
towith
see anything;
looked at the
sides
the well
andmaps
noticed
thatitthey
weredark
ﬁlled
cupboardsthen
andshe
book-shelves;
here
andofthere
she saw
and
that
theyhung
were ﬁ
lled with
and book-shelves;
here
andshelves
there she
sawpassed.
maps and
pictures
upon
pegs.cupboards
She took down
a jar from one
of the
as she
It

16
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the well
deep,
she she
fell tried
very slowly,
she
hadshe
plenty
time, as
she Either
went down,
to was
lookvery
about
her.or
First,
to makefor
out
what
was of
coming
to,
she
to look
about
her. First,
to make
what
she well
was coming
to,
butwent
it wasdown,
too dark
to see
anything;
thenshe
shetried
looked
at theout
sides
of the
and noticed

.
.

Past tense Present tense

She was eating breakfast.

Available
now

including longer extracts to build
reading stamina

• Additional

Tick to show whether each sentence is in the past tense
or the present tense.

13/09/2017 12:31

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/progresstests
ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510411777

English Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 1

£150

9781510411784

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 2

£150

9781510433670

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) Year 2

£150

9781510418943

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) KS2 pack

£500

9781510449473

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) KS2 pack

£500
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Looking for support with the English curriculum?
Rising Stars runs a range of English CPD events
face-to-face and online. We offer practical expert
guidance to help you tackle teaching challenges
head-on. It’s a great opportunity to discover new
and dynamic teaching ideas, quiz the specialists and
network with like-minded teachers.

KS1–KS2

“Very thought-provoking,
practical ideas to return to
school with. 5 out of 5.”

English CPD Workshops

Trust us with your
training requirements

Sinead Cole, Corpus Christi
Primary School

Autumn 2018
New to Teaching Phonics: Getting back
to basics

Embedding Phonics into every lesson:
Enabling success in English from YR–Y6

Liverpool: Tuesday, 2 October 2018
Central London: Thursday, 4 October 2018
Trainer: Abigail Steel

Birmingham: Tuesday, 6 November 2018
Central London: Tuesday, 20 November 2018
Trainer: Siobhan Skeffington

Embedding a whole-school approach
for outstanding Phonics teaching

Delivering valuable Phonics Lessons as
a Teaching Assistant

Liverpool: Tuesday, 9 October 2018
Central London: Thursday, 11 October 2018
Trainer: Abigail Steel

Online: Thursday, 4 October 2018
Trainer: Siobhan Skeffington

Using Creativity to develop Spoken
Language and Vocabulary from
Reception to Year 6

Integrating Creative Vocabulary from
Reception to Y6 for High Achievement
in English

Birmingham: Wednesday, 17 October 2018
Central London: Friday, 19 October 2018
Trainer: Siobhan Skeffington

Online: Tuesday, 16 October 2018
Trainer: Siobhan Skeffington

Readiness to read: Strategies to support
the National Curriculum Expected
Standard

Phonics out of the box: Embedding
phonics in pre-reading development

Birmingham: Thursday, 25 October 2018
Central London: Tuesday, 13 November 2018
Trainer: Julie Sargent

We have over 20 KS1–KS2 English
events. Discover more at
www.risingstars-uk.com/training

Birmingham: Thursday, 4 October 2018
Gloucester: Monday, 8 October 2018
Central London: Thursday, 8 November 2018
Trainer: Helen Marron

Online events £85 + VAT
Face-to-face workshops £199 +VAT
Call our friendly CPD support team on
01295 222772 to book your place

Call us on 01235 400 555. We’re here to help! 29

Revision

Targeted revision and practice
Year 6
for Year 6 SATs success
NEW

Achieve provides comprehensive revision for reading
and grammar, spelling and punctuation to support pupils in
reaching The Expected Standard and The Higher Score in the
National Tests.

Why you can trust Achieve:

• All books are written to support the new national test requirements
and provide meaningful and appropriate practice

• These are the only revision books that show children how to answer
questions to help build their confidence

• We have consulted with subject experts at every stage of developing

Used
in over
10,000
schools

the materials to ensure the content is just right

• Clear, simple and easy to use with lots of opportunities to practise

What’s available for KS2
SATs revision?
. Revision guides
. Workbooks
. Practice Papers

Download free samples at
www.risingstars-uk.com/AchieveKS2

30 Want to order? See the enclosed order form.

GRAMMAR

Revision

Grammar,
Spelling and
Punctuation

GRAMMAR
X

Statements, exclamations, commands
and questions

Try this
1

Write C for command or S for statement in each box for the sentences below.
Now, please listen to the music.
My computer is not working.

To achieve the expected standard, you need to recognise and use
statement, exclamation, command and question sentences.

It will be rainy today.
Remember to bring your coats with you.

What you need to know
• A statement gives information. It always ends with a full stop.
• An exclamation expresses an emotion, such as surprise or joy. It usually begins
with How or What. It includes a verb, and it ends with an exclamation mark.
• A command orders someone to do something. It begins with a verb.
• A question asks someone for information, or to do something. It ends
with a question mark and often includes a question word (e.g. what,
when, where, who, why, how).

2

Write a question for this answer.

3

Write this question as a command. Remember to punctuate your answer
correctly.

Yes, please.

Can you open the window?

4

Let’s practise
Draw lines to show whether the sentence is a statement,
exclamation, command or question.
statement

When will you help me?

exclamation

What a lovely present you have!

command

Tidy up the class now.

question

If you wait, I’ll walk with you.

Write a statement to answer this question. Remember to punctuate your
answer correctly.

What will you do tomorrow?

5

Add a question mark ? or exclamation mark ! to the sentences below.

How awful it was
How do you do
What do you think

1
2

Sample pages from
Achieve Grammar,
Spelling and
Punctuation SATs
Revision The Expected
Standard Year 6

The question is asking you to identify different
types of sentences.

Read the question and read it again. What is it
asking?

What a day we had

Read each sentence in an expressive voice. Which
sentences sound like a question or an exclamation?
Use the punctuation marks to help you.

What a lovely present you have! ends with an
exclamation mark so must be an exclamation.
When will you help me? has a question word and
ends with a question mark so must be a question.

3

Look for a command. Look for a verb starting the
sentence.

Tidy up is a verb. Tidy up the class now is a
command.

4

Finally, check that the last sentence is a statement,
and that each sentence type is matched up.

statement
exclamation
command
question

When will you help me?
What a lovely present you have!
Tidy up the class now.
If you wait, I’ll walk with you.

6

Change this command to a question. Remember to punctuate your answer
correctly.

Tell me your name.

Top tips
• Watch out: Not all sentences with what, which, etc. are questions (e.g. What
a super goal! or I know why apples fall from trees.).
• Read the sentences in an expressive voice – like a character in a story. Do this
in your head.

22
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POETRY

POETRY

Night mail

1

These questions will help you practise:
★ summarising main ideas
★ identifying and explaining how language choices enhance meaning
★ identifying and explaining how narrative content is related and contributes to
meaning as a whole
★ making comparisons.

Look at the first paragraph.

1

The gradient’s against her, but she’s on time.

(1 mark)

What is on time?
Tick one.
the traveller
the postman
the train
the girl next door

This is the night mail crossing the border,

Receipted bills and invitations

Bringing the cheque and the postal order,

To inspect new stock or visit relations,

Letters for the rich, letters for the poor,

And applications for situations

The shop at the corner and the girl next door.

And timid lovers’ declarations

Pulling up Beattock, a steady climb –

And gossip, gossip from all the nations,

The gradient’s against her, but she’s on time.

News circumstantial, news financial,

2

Why do the birds turn their heads when she approaches?

2
(1 mark)

3

Find and copy one word that is closest in meaning to sleep.

Letters with holiday snaps to enlarge in,
Letters with faces scrawled in the margin,

Shovelling white steam over her shoulder,

Letters from uncles, cousins and aunts,

Snorting noisily as she passes

Letters to Scotland from the South of France,

Silent miles of wind-bent grasses.

Letters of condolence to Highlands and

Stare from the bushes at her blank-faced

4

Lowlands

Birds turn their heads as she approaches,

5

Notes from overseas to Hebrides
Written on paper of every hue,

coaches.
Sheep dogs cannot turn her course,

The pink, the violet, the white and the blue,

They slumber on with paws across.

The chatty, the catty, the boring, adoring,

In the farm she passes no one wakes,

The cold and official and the heart’s

What is the main idea in the poem?

4

Explain in one sentence.

(1 mark)

How is the setting in the section beginning: Past cotton grass …
different to the setting in the section beginning: Dawn freshens,
the climb is done…?

5
(3 marks)

Explain fully, giving evidence from the text to support your answer.

outpouring,

But the jug in the bedroom gently shakes.
Dawn freshens, the climb is done.

Clever, stupid, short and long,

Down towards Glasgow she descends

The typed and the printed and the spelt all

Towards the steam tugs yelping down the

wrong.

glade of cranes,

W.H. Auden

Towards the fields of apparatus, the furnaces

6

Set on the dark plain like gigantic chessmen.
All Scotland waits for her:
In the dark glens, beside the pale-green lochs

Sample pages from
Achieve Reading SATs
Question Workbook
The Higher Score Year 6

3
(1 mark)

Past cotton grass and moorland boulder

Men long for news.

Glossary

Letters of thanks, letters from banks,

• Beattock a village in Scotland that is
the highest point on this railway line

Letters of joy from the girl and the boy,

The cold and official and the heart’s outpouring,
What do these descriptions suggest about the people who write
the letters?

6
(2 marks)

/9
Total for
this text
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ISBN

TITLE

PRICE

9781510442795

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision The Expected Standard Year 6

£5.99

9781510442825

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook The Expected Standard Year 6

£5.99

9781510442856

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision The Higher Score Year 6

£5.99

9781510442887

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook The Higher Score Year 6

£5.99

9781510442917

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Practice Papers Year 6

£5.99

9781510442481

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Expected Standard Year 6

£5.99

9781510442511

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Expected Standard Year 6

£5.99

9781510442542

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Higher Score Year 6

£5.99

9781510442580

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Higher Score Year 6

£5.99

9781510442610

Achieve Reading SATs Practice Papers Year 6

£5.99

Buy packs
of 10 for £25.
Just £2.50
per book.

See the order form
for more details.
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How to order
It’s easy! Simply complete and return the enclosed order form to us using the
contact details provided. Please quote code 2487811 when placing your order.



Rising Stars, Bookpoint, 130 Park Drive, Abingdon, OX14 4SE



01235 400 454



primary@bookpoint.co.uk



01235 400 555



www.risingstars-uk.com for online orders



Find your local rep at www.risingstars-uk.com/Consultants

Stay connected with Rising Stars



Keep up-to-date with the latest resources, blogs and
free stuff
Register for a free My Rising Stars account at www.risingstars-uk.com/login
You can select subject preferences to suit your needs.



Share your knowledge
We run regular teacher focus groups across the country to help us
understand what schools really need. In return for their time and expertise,
attendees receive a Rising Stars voucher to spend on resources in addition
to other goodies. Focus groups cover all areas of the curriculum and are
aimed at a variety of teaching roles.
Register for upcoming groups at
www.risingstars-uk.com/Events/Research-Groups

2487811

Discover more at www.risingstars-uk.com/English

Please
quote this
Please always
always quote
this
code when
when you
you order
order
code
Telephone:
555
Telephone: 01235
01235 400
400555

Email: primary@bookpoint.co.uk
primary@bookpoint.co.uk
Email:

Post:
OX 144SB
4SB
Post: Rising
Rising Stars,
Stars,130
130 Park
Park Drive,
Drive, Abingdon
Abingdon OX14

2487811
2424211

Online:
Online: www.risingstars-uk.com
www.risingstars-uk.com

NB Orders
processed
without
a contact
name
NBcannot
Orders be
cannot
be processed
without
a contact
nameand
andemail
emailaddress.
address.

Title
Initials Initials
.......... Surname
............................................................................................................................................
Title.........
....................
...................
Surname ............................................................................................................................................
Position/Responsibility
...............................................................................................................................................................
Position/Responsibility
.................................................................................................................................................................................
School
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................
School
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
Address..................................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Address

...............................................................................................................................
Postcode
.................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................
Postcode
.................................................
Email.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Email.....................................................................................
School Order Number (Please use ‘Bookpoint’ as your supplier) ..............................

Tel ........................................................................................
Fax .............................................................................................
School
Order Number (Please use ‘Bookpoint’ as your supplier) ..........................................................................................................................
Tel
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
We need your email address in order to process your [insert product / series here]
order. By giving us your email address you are also agreeing to sign up to e-updates

Subtotal

P&P

GRAND TOTAL

from Rising
Stars, part of the Hodder Education Group.
Fax
........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
If you would like to opt out of e-updates please tick this box
For full
details
of our
Data Protection
please visit
We
need
your
email
in orderpolicy
to process
your digital trial or subscription.
www.risingstars-uk.com/privacy-policy
You
can also sign up to our eupdates to find out about new publishing, the latest news and
exclusive special offers.
For full details of our Privacy Notice please visit www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Privacy-Policy.
You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the unsubscribe button on the eupdates or
ISBNgoing online
Title and managing your preferences. Format
by
Please
tick
the box
receive Hodder Education Group e-updates* 
PROBLEM
SOLVING
ANDto
REASONING

£3.50

Subtotal

P&P
£3.50
PRICE

Grand Total

VAT

9781783391790 Problem Solving and Reasoning Complete School Pack

All 6 Year-Group packs

9781783391738

Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 1

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

£80.00

Title
9781783391745

Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 2

ISBN
Pricelicence
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable
CD-ROM and permanent whole-school

£80.00QTY

9781783391752

Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 3

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

£80.00

9781783391769

Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 4

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

£80.00

Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 5

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

£80.00

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable
CD-ROM and permanent whole-school
licence
9781471890703
£995.00

£80.00

9781783391783
Cracking

Problem Solving and Reasoning
Year 6
Comprehension
Whole
School Pack

MORE PROBLEM SOLVING AND REASONING

Cracking Comprehension Year 1 Pack

9781510418318 More Problem Solving and Reasoning Complete School Pack

All 6 Year-Group packs

9781786002235

£125.00

9781510403635
Cracking

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent
access to online resources
9781786002242

£125.00

More Problem Solving and Reasoning
Comprehension
YearYear
2 1Pack

9781510403642

More Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 2

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources

£80.00
£80.00

Cracking
9781510403659

Comprehension
YearYear
3 3Pack
More Problem Solving and Reasoning

9781786002259
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent
access to online resources

£125.00

£80.00

More Problem Solving and Reasoning
Comprehension
YearYear
4 4Pack

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent
access to online resources
9781786002266

£125.00

£80.00

Cracking
9781510403680

Comprehension
YearYear
5 6Pack
More Problem Solving and Reasoning

9781786002273
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent
access to online resources

£125.00

9781786002280

£125.00

More Problem Solving and Reasoning Year 5

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources

FLUENCY WITH FRACTIONS

Cracking Comprehension Year 6 Pack

9781783392193 Fluency with Fractions Complete School Pack

Cracking Comprehension
9781783391806
Fluency with Fractions Year 1

All 6 Year-Group packs

£65.00

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

9781783391820

Fluency with Fractions Year 3

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

Cracking Comprehension Practise and Assess Whole School

9781783391844

Fluency with Fractions Year 5

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Year 1 Set A

All 6 Year-Group Packs
Pack
– 168 books from Lilac

9781510450646

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources

9781783393787
Reading

New Curriculum
Arithmetic Tests
Year 2 Set
A
Photocopiable
wiro-bound
Guide with
Planet
Complete
Year
1 Starter
Pack – 120
books
fromTeacher’s
Yellow
topermanent access to online resources
9781510450653
9781783393794
New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Year 3 Set A
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent
access to online resources
Orange
New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Year 4 Set A

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources

New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Year 6 Set A

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources

Reading Planet
Complete Year 2 Starter Pack – 72
books from Turquoise
New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Year 5 Set A
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent
access to online resources
9781510450660
to White

9781783393817
9781783393824

Reading
9781471893810

£65.00
£65.00
£65.00
£65.00

a full list of Reading Planet packs available)

New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Set A and B Complete
Planet
Complete Reception Starter
School Pack

9781510425507

9781783393800

£599+VAT

Comprehension
9781471892578
£449+VAT
Fluency with Fractions Year 6 Practise and Assess KS2
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable
CD-ROM and permanent whole-school
licence

NEW
CURRICULUM
Reading
PlanetARITHMETIC
(contact TESTS
us for

Reading
to Red
9781783393770

9781510400351

Fluency with Fractions Year 4 Practise and Assess KS1
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable
CD-ROM and permanent whole-school
licence
Comprehension
9781471892561
£249+VAT

Cracking
9781783391851

£320.00
£65.00

Fluency with Fractions Year 2

9781783391837
Cracking

£80.00
£80.00

Practise and Assess Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with networkable CD-ROM and permanent whole-school licence

9781783391813

Total

£415.00

9781510403666
Cracking

9781510403673

TOTAL

£415.00

9781783391776

Cracking Comprehension

QTY

Planet
Complete
KS1
Pack – All 360
Reading
Planet
books
New Curriculum
Arithmetic Tests
Year 1Value
Set B
Photocopiable
wiro-bound
Teacher’s Guide
with permanent access to online resources
9781510450677

from Lilac to
WhiteArithmetic Tests Year 2 Set B
9781471893827
New Curriculum

Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources

£540.00
£475.00

£700.00
£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£75.00

£395.00

£75.00
£75.00

£1,260.00

£75.00
£75.00

9781471893834 New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Year 3 Set B
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources
£75.00
*The
Hodder Education
Limited,
Rising
Stars
andtoGalore
Park Publishing Limited.£75.00
Your data controller
9781471893841
New Curriculum Group
Arithmetic consists
Tests Year 4 Setof
B Hodder & Stoughton
Photocopiable
wiro-bound
Teacher’s
GuideUK
withLimited
permanent access
online resources
is Hodder & Stoughton Limited. We may pass information that you have given us to other companies within the Hachette UK Group of companies where
9781471893858 New Curriculum Arithmetic Tests Year 5 Set B
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources
£75.00
our systems are shared. These companies will include our parent company, Hachette UK Limited, their parent company and all of the subsidiaries of these
9781471893865companies
New Curriculum
Arithmetic
Tests Year 6 Set B
Photocopiable wiro-bound Teacher’s Guide with permanent access to online resources
£75.00
respective
(the
“Group”).

Title

ISBN

Price

FREE 30-day trial of Reading Planet Online Library

9781510414334

FREE

Reading Planet Online Library for small schools (less than 150 pupils)

9781510414334

£450+VAT

Reading Planet Online Library for 150+ pupils

9781510414334

£450+VAT

Guide to Reading with your Child (pack of 10)

9781471888571

£5.00

Reading Record (pack of 10)

9781471889998

£5.00

 Please tick the box if you would like to order a Reading Planet Teacher’s Guide and we
will contact you to discuss the best options

£50.00

NEW Rising Stars Vocabulary
Rising Stars Vocabulary Complete School Pack

9781510436947

£250.00

Rising Stars Vocabulary Reception and Key Stage 1 Pack

9781510431768

£90.00

Rising Stars Vocabulary Lower Key Stage 2 Pack

9781510431775

£90.00

Rising Stars Vocabulary Upper Key Stage 2 Pack

9781510431782

£90.00

Rising Stars Spelling Whole School Pack

9781471892769

£450.00

Rising Stars Spelling Year 1 Pack

9781471879241

£85.00

Rising Stars Spelling Year 2 Pack

9781471879258

£85.00

Rising Stars Spelling Year 3 Pack

9781471879265

£85.00

Rising Stars Spelling Year 4 Pack

9781471879272

£85.00

Rising Stars Spelling Year 5 Pack

9781471879289

£85.00

Rising Stars Spelling Year 6 Pack

9781471879296

£85.00

Cracking Writing Whole School Pack

9781510414945

£450.00

Cracking Writing Year 1 Pack

9781510401976

£85.00

Cracking Writing Year 2 Pack

9781510401983

£85.00

Cracking Writing Year 3 Pack

9781510401990

£85.00

Cracking Writing Year 4 Pack

9781510402003

£85.00

Cracking Writing Year 5 Pack

9781510402010

£85.00

Cracking Writing Year 6 Pack

9781510402027

£85.00

On Track English Reading Comprehension

9781510434745

£350.00

On Track English Writing and Grammar

9781510434752

£350.00

Skills Builders Key Stage 1 Complete Pack

9781786002051

£250.00

Skills Builders Year 1 Pack

9781786002082

£130.00

9781786002099

£130.00

Skills Builders Key Stage 2 Complete Pack

9781783397365

£750.00

Skills Builders Year 3 Pack

9781783397112

£190.00

Skills Builders Year 4 Pack

9781783397235

£190.00

Skills Builders Year 5 Pack

9781783397297

£190.00

Skills Builders Year 6 Pack

9781510422254

£190.00

Wordblaze Group Pack

9781783397624

£320.00

Wordblaze Pupil Workbook Top-Up Pack

9781783397631

£250.00

Rising Stars Spelling

Cracking Writing

NEW On Track English

Skills Builders

Skills Builders Year 2 Pack

Wordblaze

QTY

Total

Title

ISBN

Price

English for the More Able Complete Pack

9781783395675

£335.00

English for the More Able Year 2

9781783395682

£80.00

English for the More Able Year 3

9781783395699

£80.00

English for the More Able Year 4

9781783395705

£80.00

English for the More Able Year 5

9781783395712

£80.00

English for the More Able Year 6

9781783395729

£80.00

Poetry by Heart Whole School Pack

9780857699664

£320.00

Poetry by Heart Foundation

9780857699626

£85.00

Poetry by Heart Key Stage 1

9780857699633

£85.00

Poetry by Heart Lower Key Stage 2

9780857699640

£85.00

Poetry by Heart Upper Key Stage 2

9780857699657

£85.00

New Curriculum Reading Tests Whole School Pack

9781471893155

£450.00

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 1 Pack

9781471886850

£85.00

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 2 Pack

9781471886867

£85.00

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 3 Pack

9781471886874

£85.00

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 4 Pack

9781471886881

£85.00

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 5 Pack

9781471886898

£85.00

New Curriculum Reading Tests Year 6 Pack

9781471886904

£85.00

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Whole School Pack

9781783395972

£450.00

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 1

9781783395989

£85.00

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 2

9781783395996

£85.00

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 3

9781783396009

£85.00

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 4

9781783396016

£85.00

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 5

9781783396023

£85.00

New Curriculum Spelling Tests Year 6

9781783396030

£85.00

9781471878688

£100.00

9781510411777

£150.00

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 2

9781510411784

£150.00

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 3

9781510411791

£150.00

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 4

9781510411807

£150.00

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 5

9781510411814

£150.00

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 6

9781510411821

£150.00

Reading Progress Tests (Second Edition) KS2 pack

9781510418943

£500.00

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) Year 2

9781510433670

£150.00

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) Year 3

9781510433687

£150.00

English for the More Able

Poetry by Heart

New Curriculum Reading Tests

New Curriculum Spelling Tests

New Curriulcum Dictation Tests
New Curriculum Dictation Tests Years 1-6
English Progress Tests
English Progress Tests (Second Edition) Year 1
Reading Progress Tests

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests

QTY

Total

Title

ISBN

Price

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) Year 4

9781510433694

£150.00

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) Year 5

9781510433700

£150.00

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) Year 6

9781510433717

£150.00

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Progress Tests
(Second Edition) KS2 pack

9781510449473

£500.00

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision The Expected
Standard Year 6

9781510442795

£5.00

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook
The Expected Standard Year 6

9781510442825

£5.99

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision The Higher
Score Year 6

9781510442856

£5.99

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook
The Higher Score Year 6

9781510442887

£5.99

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Practice Papers Year 6

9781510442917

£5.99

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Expected Standard Year 6

9781510442481

£5.99

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Expected Standard
Year 6

9781510442511

£5.99

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Higher Score Year 6

9781510442542

£5.99

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Higher Score Year 6

9781510442580

£5.99

Achieve Reading SATs Practice Papers Year 6

9781510442610

£5.99

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision The Expected
Standard Year 6: 10 copy pack

9781510454774

£25.00

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook
The Expected Standard Year 6: 10 copy pack

9781510454781

£25.00

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Revision The Higher
Score Year 6: 10 copy pack

9781510454798

£25.00

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Question Workbook
The Higher Score Year 6: 10 copy pack

9781510454804

£25.00

Achieve Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation SATs Practice Papers Year 6:
10 copy pack

9781510454811

£25.00

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Expected Standard Year 6:
10 copy pack

9781510454828

£25.00

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Expected Standard Year
6: 10 copy pack

9781510454842

£25.00

Achieve Reading SATs Revision The Higher Score Year 6: 10 copy pack

9781510454859

£25.00

Achieve Reading SATs Question Workbook The Higher Score Year 6:
10 copy pack

9781510454866

£25.00

Achieve Reading SATs Practice Papers Year 6: 10 copy pack

9781510454873

£25.00

Revision

Packs – each pack contains 10 copies of a book

QTY

Total

